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AbstrAct

Keywords

he article compares two diferent cultural meanings of land property: the
modern one, developed in Western societies in the context of modernization,
and the traditional one, which still prevails to some extent in Romanian villages. I argue that in the traditional environment of Romanian villages, land
was rather the collective property of groups (mostly or families), regarded less
as merchandise to be sold or bought and more as a survival mean.

Land property, modernization, collective property, merchandise, survival
mean.

Introduction

T

he collapse of socialist regimes led to
a resurgence of the concept of “private property”, considered one of
the key ideological elements of the newlyemerged democracies. Even the “reformist”
regimes, such as the Romanian one, which
strived in the irst years to create a “human
socialism”, as deined by Ion Iliescu, the
president at the time, recognized the need
for private property and used diferent strategies, from reconstruction of property rights
to privatization, in order to promote its development.
his article deals with a speciic form of
property, namely land property, and the social and economic factors that shaped the attitude of Romanian villagers toward land. I
argue that the concept of “property”, as it was
introduced in Romanian legislation during
the 19th century, was appropriated for socioeconomic structures developed following the
modernization process in Western Europe.
It was less compatible with the traditional
social and economic relations speciic to the
Romanian rural area, so it had little practical

relevance for the peasants.
hroughout the article I will focus more
on the social and economic structures speciic to the Romanian rural area during the interwar and communist period, in an attempt
to show that the cultural deinition of land
property relected by ield interviews was
closely connected to the realities of the peasants’ daily life. To this purpose, I will make
use of interviews collected in the summers
of 2006 and 2007 in Bordei Verde commune,
situated in the South-Eastern part of Romania, statistical data and documents from the
local archives.
he main hypothesis which I will try to
validate throughout this article is that, in
the case of the Romanian rural area, land is
culturally deined more as “means of subsistence” and “social connector” rather than as
an economic asset or means of production.
To this efect, I have structured the article in
several parts: the introduction of the main
used concepts in the theoretical section, a
concise description of historical speciicities
of national policy toward agriculture in Romania, a short presentation of the studied
area and, in the last two sections, the role
land played in Bordei Verde during the in133
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terwar period and to which extent this role
really changed following the collectivization of agriculture.
theoretical background
In this article I will make use of two main
theoretical concepts. he irst one is the distinction between peasants and farmers as social and economic categories. hey are used
in this article based on the distinction drawn
by Eric Wolf, according to which the peasants
represent the social category practicing mainly
subsistence agriculture, with most of the outcomes consumed inside the households, hence
the term “subsistence”. In contrast, most of
the production obtained on a farm is sold on
the market and the farmer actively takes part
in the economic exchanges at the social level
(Wolf 1998[1965], 2-4). his distinction should
be regarded as an ideal type in the Weberian
sense, since even the peasants may sell some of
their products on the market and the farmers
may even consume some of them. Nevertheless, the pattern of production is oriented toward subsistence in the irst case and toward
market in the latter.
he terms are also connected to an evolutionary perspective, with the market
agriculture being associated with modern
societies and the subsistence one with traditional ones. Indeed, the high degree of
urbanization in contemporary societies and
the substantial growth of population require
a growth of hectare yield and, subsequently,
an investment of capital diicult to obtain
by subsistence households. Following this
evolutionary aspect, one can see changes
in the political status of the two categories,
with the peasants being most oten a subordinated group, subject to taxation from
other social categories in order to meet the
nutritional needs of a given society. In contrast, since they are engaged in exchanging
the products on the markets, farmers enjoy a
higher status, equal with the other social and
economic categories, or, given the sensitive
nature of the food market, even better be134

cause of the support programs developed by
modern states. On the same line of thought,
which tends to value more the farmers as a
modern socio-economic category, the introduction to this volume by Ştefan Dorondel
/ Stelu Şerban presents the attempts of the
newly-established South-Eastern European
states to transform traditional peasants into
“farmers” and “citizens”.
Such a distinction is closely connected
with the wider deinition of “property”
in anthropological literature, where “property in the most general sense concerns the
ways in which the relations between society´s
members with respect to valuables are given
form and signiicance” (von Benda-Beckmann and von Benda-Beckmann 2006, 14).
Such relations are highly dependent on the
social and economic context in which they
are constructed and, hence, under the wider
term of “property” one may ind diferent
cultural constructs, dependent on the social
and economic structure of a given society.
Among these constructs, the most known
is native to Western Europe which has spread
relatively recently to the rest of the world: “a
piece of native theory implicit in Western
property concepts: it emphasizes <rights>
or entitlements and sees the subject of
property relations as inherently right-bearing; hence the prevailing language of property rights. A inal pseudo-theoretical element
is that if property involves persons, things
and their relations – the standard anthropological conception – then those persons and
things are clearly bound, have integrity and
are easily recognizable as separate kinds of
entities” (Verdery and Humphrey 2004, 5).
his understanding of “property”, which
I will described through the attribute “modern” because it is connected to the development of the modern world, was directly
connected with the emergence of capitalism,
where the transfer of goods (including land)
gained importance, and led to a redeinition
of the way in which social relations around
goods were constructed (Wolf 2001[1983],
259, 261-262). It was associated with the need
to register the right of property through
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deeds in order to prove ownership in the
eventuality of transactions, and the tendency
to personalize the rights, in order to ensure
that the eventual selling negotiations took
place between as few persons as possible
(Verdery and Humphrey, 2004, 2-5).
Yet, in the case of Romania, both meanings associated to land, as “means of subsistence” and “social connector“, are hardly
compatible with the Western perception of
property since it makes it very diicult to really diferentiate between things and persons
as separate entities. herefore, the general
conceptual framework of this article would
be a neo-Marxist one, according to which the
economic relations constructed around culturally deined objects (in this particular case
land), deeply inluence the meanings granted
to them. he perspective that I propose is that
of cultural materialism promoted by American anthropologist Marvin Harris, for whom
particularly relevant for understanding culture are the relations of society with the environment (the etic aspect of culture), which
Harris deines as “cultural infrastructure”,
compromising the modes of production and
reproduction. hey are the foundation of social structure, consisting of domestic and political economies of a society, on top of which
one can ind the superstructure, represented
by emic behavioural and mental aspects of
culture (Harris 1979, 46-54).
Both cultural materialism and the distinction between peasants and farmers based on
their dominant production mode show that,
in order to realize what the peasants understood as “land property”, it would be a good
idea to take a closer look at the role that land
played in traditional peasant communities.
his may seem strange, since the deinitions
of property are to be found predominantly in
the collections of legal texts mostly published
by the state, sources which are easier to come
by than the local social relations in the village. Nevertheless, following anthropologists
such as Erich Wolf or John W. Cole, I argue
that the peasantry has its own history, which
does not necessarily overlap with the wider,
canonical national history (see Ştefan Do-

rondel and Stelu Şerban in the introduction
to his volume). Instead, due to the fact that
they are not entirely integrated into the modern capitalist economy, the peasants´ history
is rather locally determined, integrated into a
system of dependence on the local land owners or political elites.
One may argue that the best way of inding out the meaning of land property for
the peasants would be just to go out and ask
them, an enterprise which I undertook during two stages of ield work in the summers
of 2006 and 2007. Nevertheless, the importance of national and local history for anthropological studies is hard to deny, as peasant communities have their own history and
are inluenced to various degrees and ways
by the national history (Şerban and Dorondel 2004, 46-50). Furthermore, a historical
perspective may bring insights into the process of transformation of culture throughout the time under the impact of global and
local factors. It would explain why, despite
the expansion of modern capitalist system
throughout the world, the peasants continue
to exist as a social and economic group closer
to the traditional societies.
state attempts to transform rural areas
during the 20th century
In the areas which entered into the capitalistic sphere of inluence later on, the Western concept of property replaced the native
or traditional concepts due to its association
with important topics in modern political
thought: civil government, citizenship, etc.
A good example in this regard is the study
of Kaiti Aroni-Tsichli in this volume, according to which the purpose of the 19th century
agrarian reforms in Greece was to create a
nation of small owners who would support
the power of the newly-established monarchy. In the case of Romania, the concept of
“property” gained use at the beginning of the
19th century. It started to be applied to the
economic and social relations constructed
around land, in the irst constitutional texts,
135
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namely the “Organic Regulations” in 18311832, although only in reference to the land
estates owned by the nobility (boyars); it
was irst applied to the peasants through the
agrarian reform law in 1864 (Müller 2010,
209-211). Although an important part of the
political discourse during the last two centuries, it overlapped social realities that were
not entirely compatible with it. his was noticeable even at the level of legal doctrines,
which made a distinction between “small”
and “large” property, relected by interwar
legislation regarding the sale of “small” property gained through the agrarian reforms
and the distinction between “estate owners”
and “peasants” applied by the communist regime (Micu 2012, 81-82 and 84-85).
his dual form of land property partially
relected the traditional political diferentiation between “boyars” and “peasants”, which
were social categories constructed based on
their access to land usage. Yet, its persistence
was not associated only with a traditionalist, conservative perspective regarding social
relations, but also with the modern formula
of “Staatsnation”, widespread in Europe in
the 19th century. In this regard, the study of
Christian Giordano in this volume emphasizes the role of agrarian reforms as instruments of territorial policies which pursued
the strengthening of national cohesion and
unity of the new states that emerged in SouthEastern Europe during the 19th century.
Nevertheless, if state land was associated with social and national policies, for the
peasants it was in the irst place the way of
ensuring their basic subsistence needs. A hint
about the pragmatic nature of intra-family
relationships with respect to land is shown
in the study of Andrew Cartwright in this
volume. he key role land plays in ensuring
basic subsistence means is particular to traditional societies with reduced social mobility and low urbanization rates (Roberts 1951,
40-47; Mitrany 1968, 415). With most of the
population living in the rural area and land
by deinition limited, a strong competition
for it as the sole means of survival results. In
the particular case of Romania, the irst half
136

of the 20th century was characterized by an
overall growth of the rural population and
a slow pace of urbanization. he economic
model promoted before the great economic
depression (1929-1933) focused on economic
protectionism, which slowed the rate of industrialization and creation of new jobs in
the cities (Murgescu 2010, 250-260). he great
economic depression led to the contraction of
the industrial sector which further ampliied
the problem during the ‘30s.
Meanwhile, the agrarian policy focused
on the development of subsistence households, in an attempt to calm the social unrest in the countryside (Roberts 1951, 31).
Both agrarian reforms implemented during
the irst half of the 20th century distributed
small plots of land, 2.3 hectares in 1921 and
1.3 in 1945 (Axenciuc 2000, 100-103), in order to be enough for everybody, with little
concern regarding the economic eiciency
of the newly-created households. In the long
run, as shown by Jennifer Cash’s study in
this volume, the plots were too small in order to eradicate the poverty in the villages.
he development policy during the irst half
of the 20th century encouraged the peasants
to regard land as a “survival mean” and even
the political discourse of the period emphasized the role of subsistence households for
the development of Romanian agriculture
(Madgearu 1999[1936], 75-85). Besides, the
slow industrial development and low urbanization rate meant that there was a very limited internal market for agricultural products,
while the taxation of grain exports and high
prices of agricultural implements determined
the average household to specialize in subsistence production (Mitrany 1968, 434-440).
During the communist period the approach toward agricultural production was
radically diferent, as the regime emphasized the importance of merging the land in
larger units of production. By the mid-‘60s,
most of the land in Romania was worked
by two forms of enterprises: collective and
state farms. he state farms were managed
by state-appointed managers, inanced by
the Ministry of Agriculture and using exten-
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sively mechanized technology. he collective
farms consisted of associations of land owners, working the land together and sharing
the harvest. A speciic aspect was the fact
that they granted a small plot of land to their
members, in order for them to practice subsistence agriculture. he distinction between
the two forms of enterprises was legally relected by the distinction between two forms
of property: “state” and “collective” property
(Lipan, 1977).
he agricultural policy during the last
three decades of the communist period was
little researched by historians, who focused
more on the process of collectivization (Dobrincu and Iordachi 2005; Iancu et al. 2000;
Kligman and Verdery 2011; Roske et al.
2007). Nevertheless, some general trends of
this period are supported by sources and / or
ield interviews: a growing state control over
collective farms, the usage of state monopoly
in order to drain value from the collective
sector and use it for industrial development,
the slowdown of internal rural to urban migration and a gradual worsening of living
standards in the countryside (Micu 2012,
104, 213-215). Especially important for this
article are the policies promoted during the
‘80s in order to preserve the working force
in agriculture. hey were deemed necessary
because the slow rate of mechanization and
the tendency of rural population to migrate
toward cities or other economic sectors led
to shortages of labour in agriculture (Shair
1985, 95-104, 143).
he available statistical data support the
idea that the decline of living conditions in
the villages was actually a part of the national policy. his indicates that the communist
regime regarded the rural population rather
as peasants (a subordinated category) than
as farmers (fully integrated citizens). Such
a policy is relected by two diferent sets of
data: the proportion of income spent on food
by the rural and urban population and the
diferences in rent paid to these categories.
he irst one represents the proportion
of income spent by peasants (members of
the collective farms) and wage earners on

basic commodities such as food and drink
(table 1). he data show they spent more of
their income on basic commodities, which
meant that generally they earned less than
city workers. he variation between the two
closest intervals, which indicates how the
expenses for basic commodities varied on
short term, proves the existence of a national
policy deliberately disadvantaging the countryside. he villagers managed to partially
close the gap with the urban area during the
1970s, as the expenses of basic commodities
diminished in the former at a higher rate
than in the latter. However, this tendency reversed during the 1970s, in an interval when
the economic crisis experienced by the Romanian communist regime did not afect the
general living standards. It closed once more
between 1980 and 1985, most probably because the crisis irstly afected the more market integrated urban area, and widened again
during the last years of the regime, due to the
enactment of the new legislative measures to
boost the agricultural production ater 1982.
Table 1: Proportion of income spent on basic commodities (food and drink) for wage earners and
peasants (INS 1990, 131)1
Wage earners

1960

1970

1980

1985

1989

53.0

48.9

45.6

50.1

51.1

-7.74

-6.75

+9.86

+1.99

Variation
between the two
closest intervals
(%)
Peasants
Variation
between the two
closest intervals
(%)

74.4

65.8

63.7

66.9

69.9

-11.56

-3.2

+5.02

+4.48

he second category of data concerns the
rent paid during the communist regime in
the rural area (table II). Rent is an important component of modern societies which
rely on it in order to ensure material support
for the elderly population. For the purpose
of this article, it is important because a high
enough rent would afect the perception of
land as only means of survival and also the
traditional practice of children taking care
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1) For the peasant
category, the table
includes also the
products made in
their own households. The variations
between intervals
were calculated by
myself.
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2) In the sense
that it affected an
important part of the
population.

represented 73.2 percent of the arable land
and the ones up to 10 hectares 26.1, making
Brăila the county with the highest ratio of
great estates in the Old Kingdom (Axenciuc
2000, 126-127).
Another peculiarity of the area was the
low population density in the irst half of the
19th century. his facilitated the migration
of Transylvanian shepherds into the region,
a group which traditionally used the swamps
around the Danube as seasonal grazing
ields for their locks. As a result, at the end
of the century 67 percent of the inhabitants
were emigrants from Transylvania or other
regions of the Old Kingdom (Mihăilescu
1933, 89). A second wave of migration took
place during the ‘30s, following the interwar
agrarian reform. As the county still had a low
population density, inhabitants from more
populated nearby counties such as Buzău,
where there was not enough land to grant
to the whole entitled villagers, received land
plots in Brăila.
Statistical data indicates that the state
itself had little inluence in the area before
World War I: of the total rural population of
88,954, even the oicial information registered 2,192 persons without any citizenship
and the literacy rate was of only 49% for men
and 23% for women (Vasilescu 1906, 112).
he mayor´s oice archive in Bordei contains
no less than seven requests for identity documents coming from people whose birth had
not been registered and needed a birth certiicate in order to register their marriages
(DJBAN/PBV 5/1926). All requests were
illed in 1926, by people in their twenties, a
fact which shows that at the beginning of the
20th century the Romanian administration
had little information about the population

of the parents in exchange of land. he rent
system as monthly sums paid regularly to retired workers appeared in Western Europe at
the end of 19th century and was generalized
in the interwar period. In Romania a large
scale2 system of social insurance was developed during the communist regime. Nevertheless, table 2 shows that the rents paid to
the members of the collective farms were
substantially lower than the ones paid to the
workers, which meant that rents played only
a marginal role in the villagers’ life.
Data is especially relevant if one takes
into account the fact that both the rent and
wage levels were established by the state,
according to the principles of a planned
economy. In fact, as I will show in the section dedicated to the speciic case of Bordei
Verde, this deliberate policy of regarding the
inhabitants of villages as “inferior” played
an important role in the preservation of the
traditional cultural patterns, which valued
land as a mean of survival.
Particularities of the studied area
Historically, most of Brăila county (including Bordei Verde commune), was directly
administrated by the Ottoman Empire from
the 16th century until 1829. his peculiarity afected the land distribution during the
19th century: due to unclear or inexistent
property rights, great estates were distributed not to private owners, but to diferent
autonomous establishments, such as “Eforia
Spitalelor Civile”, the foundation administrating the public hospital system in Romania. herefore, at the beginning of the 20th
century, estates with more than 100 hectares

Table 2: Rent values for the urban area, the members of the collective farms and the individual households
during the communist regime (INS 1990, 126-127)
Average monthly rent

1950

1960

1970

1980

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Urban area

–

576

755

1124

1473

1505

1524

1556

1665

The members of the collective farms

–

–

61

184

232

238

245

253

261

Individual households set by peasants

–

–

–

100

120

121

123

125

127
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in the villages, let alone the land.
he fact that the land was concentrated
in large estates meant that the state administration had in fact very little power to directly inluence the villages as compared to
great land owners. herefore, the local elites
consisted mostly of people who had worked
with / for estate owners before World War I.
Such is the case of Manta and Motoc families
in Bordei Verde, whose members are mentioned as mayors no less than 13 times in
the documents issued by the Mayor´s Oice
in Bordei Verde during the interwar period.
Yet, people from both families occupied key
positions in the local administration even
before the agrarian reform in 1921: Milea
Manta held the oice of mayor from 1913
(DJBAN/PBV 5/1926) to 1919 and Apostol
Motoc in 1899 (DJBAN/PBV 5/1919, 12).
he land seems to have been more of
a last resort to survive, a means to satisfy
the basic need for food in a society that had
fresh memories about famine, rather than a
road to gain elite status. his perspective is
reinforced by the fact that, during the 19th
century, landownership was not guaranteed
by the state because of the estate owners’
power (Chirot 2002[1976], 203-207) and the
lack of registration to prove the property.
During the communist period, Brăila
county retained a strong agricultural importance. he collectivization was relatively
swit, without noticeable incidents and was
inished at the end of the ‘50s. hereater,
the regime focused on the development of
irrigation systems and embankment of the
swamps around the Danube, in an attempt
to increase land productivity and to gain
more agricultural terrain. he exploitation
of limited oil resources in the area diversiied - to a certain extent - the possibilities
of employment for the rural population, but
the agriculture remained the most important economic sector.
Bordei Verde was established as a village
in 1855 when 108 inhabitants were granted
land by “Eforia Spitalelor Civile”. In 1906 it
had the status of commune or basic division
of the Romanian administrative system, with

a total population of 1,873 souls that inhabited two villages, with a church and a school as
main institutions (Vasilescu 1906, 157). Bordei Verde retained the status of commune
between 1917 and 1989, although it faced
several reorganizations. In 1989 it consisted
of three villages: Bordei Verde, Constantin
Gabrielescu (or Şcheaua) and Lişcoteanca.
During the ‘30s, a great number of colonists moved into the part of the village that is
today still informally known as “Vintileşti”.
he relations between the locals, or “cojani”,
as they deined themselves and the colonists
or “munteni” were initially tense, leading
sometimes to ights (Bănică n.y., 87; G.D.
2006). he communist party exploited this
situation during the collectivization period
by using the colonists as agents of the new
regime, a policy which stressed even more
the relation between the two communities.
Harmony came slowly, due to two diferent
processes. Firstly, there was the intermarriage between the two groups (N.D. 2007).
Secondly, the collectivisation managed, not
without problems, to bring people together
in the collective farm. However, some distinctions were maintained during the communist period, at the beginning by creating
two collective farms (one for cojani and one
for munteni), which were not merged until
the ’60s, and then by maintaining diferent
brigades of cojani and munteni which continued to work separately (M.F. 2006).
In Bordei Verde the collectivization
took place without noticeable resistance
(Bănică n.y., 122-123). Initially, two collective farms were established in the village,
although some interviewees mentioned attempts to create a third one (I.J. 2007). he
existence of more than a collective farm is
also mentioned by a respondent from the
Lişcoteanca village (R.N. 2007), so, most
probably, during the ‘50s between three
and ive collective farms functioned in the
commune. Ater the collectivization was
oicially declared concluded in 1962, the
regime slowly merged some of the existing
collective farms and strengthened its control over them through the establishment
139
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of a National Union of Collective Farms. In
1989 only two collective farms existed: one
for Bordei Verde and Constantin Gabrielescu villages and another one for Lişcoteanca.
Meanings of land during the interwar
period in bordei Verde
he traditionalism of the Romanian villages
was expressed by the importance of personal
relations in daily life. he villages preserved
strong traditional aspects of social and economic relations, dominated by personal
contacts that acted as a social net in time of
crisis, and land was an important aspect of
these, as it regulated relations between generations. Children inherited parents, which
gave them identity and social status, but in
turn they took care of the parents once the
latter reached old age. Land, a material good
in a society with little use for money, was a
tangible commodity suitable to be passed on
to the next generations. he modern concept
of personal, clear-cut property relations, was
developed in societies which ofered other
possibilities of living aside agriculture, such
as jobs in the industrializing cities, or / and
diferent social structures that took care of
the poor. he development of asylums in
Western Europe, noticed by Michael Foucault in Madness and Civilization: A History
of Insanity in the Age of Reason, was an answer to the destruction of traditional social
networks following the industrial revolution
and reconiguration of cultural attitudes toward property.
In contrast, sources in the local archive
show that the community or state support
in Bordei Verde was almost inexistent at the
end of World War I. he “social” expenditures from the local budget were kept at a
minimum: for example, in the iscal year
1919-1920 only 300 lei were spent under the
“public assistance” column, for the help of
orphans, war cripples, widows and old persons. As compared to the total expenses of
14,242.75 lei the sum represents around 2.10
percent, much less than the total expenses
140

for the lighting and heating payments for
the mayor’s oice’s, which amounted to 500
lei (DJBAN/PBV 1/1919, 80-81).
In this context, when neither the community, nor the state could be relied on for
help, the relationship between generations
was based on splitting the land among the
inheritors the moment they became adults
through marriage. herefore, the land was
the most important asset when it came to
marriage, as a way of ensuring some economic stability to the young married couple
that had no other possibilities to make a living except for the land (M.Z. 2007). Besides,
it provided also a form of social insurance
for the parents, since the children were expected to take care of them later.
he economic value of land, as means of
production and commercial asset was limited. Land provided the basic food needs for
a family and was important in establishing
social relations with other groups or families. In this regard, I would refer to the study
of Jennifer Cash, who shows that in present
Moldova most households still try to avoid
selling agricultural products and seek other
ways of obtaining cash. Nevertheless, land
was not the main income source and the
possession of a larger surface of land was
not compulsory a sign of social power.
For the speciic case of Bordei Verde, I
consider the relation between “munteni”
and “cojani” as relevant for the role of land
in the social structure of the villages. At a
irst glance, one could consider that the
conlicts that followed the arrival of colonists and their subsequent inferior position
in the village its a classical scenario of the
poor immigrants facing the rejection of the
richer locals. Yet, this was not the case as
the surfaces of land belonging to the colonists and local were equal, in light of the
1921 agrarian reform. Indeed, through the
1921 agrarian reform, the state granted the
peasants either whole plots of ive hectares
or “completion plots”.
According to the sources in the local archives, most of the peasants in Bordei Verde
had, in 1921, less than ive hectares of land
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(see table 3). In interpreting the data, one
should take into account the fact that the
land was granted only to adult males. In
most cases that meant either family heads
or unmarried youngsters who were over
21 years old. he standard measure for the
amplitude of the land-granting process is
in this case the families and not the individuals. he data basically covers the whole
population of the commune, as in 1919, according to the registers of the local budget,
there were 1,349 inhabitants and 261 families in Bordei Verde village and 776 persons
and 197 families in Constantin Gabrielescu
village (DJBAN/PBV 1/1919, 34).
Table 3: Data regarding the land needed for land
granting in Bordei Verde commune (1921) (DJBAN/
PBV 1/1921, 40)
a) Bordei Verde village
Inhabitants

No.

owned ha

Needed (Ha)

Up to 5 ha

46

60

170

Nothing

274

–

1370 (with
school plot)

Total

320

the

1540

b) Constantin Gabrielescu village
Inhabitants

No.

owned ha

Needed (Ha)

Up to 5 ha

27

32

103

Nothing

144

–

720 (with
school plot)

Total

171

the

823

Of course, the numbers represent estimates proposed by the local mayor and
shouldn´t be considered entirely reliable.
Most probably, at least some of the families
worked more land than included in the oficial statistics, and hence, ater the reform,
ended by using more than ive hectares. Yet,
this situation is representative for a reality
observed in other case studies: in order to
gain usage of more land, one needed the
social connexions and status, which shows
that, in the end, land usage was determined
by one’s social capital and not the contrary
(Verdery 2003, 213-216).
herefore, the land was not the element

that ensured the dominant position of the
“cojani”, but rather the fact that they were
better socially connected than the newly-arrived colonists. Actually, interviews with the
descendants of colonists showed that in some
cases entire closely related family groups let
their villages and moved to the colonization area, in order to maximize their social
capital (G.D. 2006).. he importance of social
connections and the speciic aspects of “rural
moral economy” still persist, as shown Jennifer Cash’s study in this volume.
A hint of the role played by social connexions in determining the amount of land
one could have worked is provided by a report issued by the Mayor´s Oice in 1926
about one hectare of corn arbitrarily cultivated by an “unknown person” on the communal pasture (DJBAN/PBV 4/1926). Yet,
Bordei Verde village is located in a steppe
region and I ind it diicult to accept that
the villagers become aware of the corn ield
only ater it had been sowed. Most probably,
the “unknown person” was allowed to tile
that parcel by the local elites, and his deed
was “discovered” only ater the mayor had
been replaced (actually, the report was issued shortly ater a new mayor took oice).
his example shows that the access to
land, and probably other factors of production, was determined by one´s social connections and status. herefore, despite the
fact that every family owned certain parcels
of land, their access to other parcels, which
were either not registered or parts of the
communal land, was not regulated through
the usage of property rights. he interesting
fact about the case quoted above is that the
author of the deed was never discovered.
As it is hard to believe that no one knew
who tiled a part of the common pasture, it
seems that the usage of communal land was
not considered misbehaviour, as long as the
mayor was the one deciding who should be
entitled to use it. Such cases were not particular to Bordei Verde; Liviu Mantescu’s
study in this volume shows the existence
of the same pattern of conlict between the
traditional property regime and the newly
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state-deined one in Vrancea region.
Nevertheless, the examples quoted
above tell very little about the efects of the
interwar agricultural policy over the cultural deinition of “land property”. In both
cases one may argue that such instances are
representative for the relations constructed
around land in the traditional society of the
19th century, which was transformed by the
agrarian reform in 1921. Indeed, social connexions were especially relevant for the 19th
century, when, due to the existence of large
estates, access to land depended on the relation between peasants and land lords. After 1921 peasants became owners, so they
should have enjoyed their property rights
and stop constructing such a complex system of social relations around the land.
Yet, I argue that the interwar agricultural policy rather contributed to the preservation of traditional social structures and,
implicitly, to the cultural deinition of land
in two ways. Firstly, it emphasised the role
of small, subsistence-oriented households
and secondly, due to the weakness of the
state bureaucracy, it didn´t manage to really
implement its long term objectives.
In the irst case, the general taxation
policy and attempts to discourage the concentration of property created an economic
environment in which it was very diicult for
the small households to engage in systematic
trade. he efects of the national policy were
ampliied by the global context, as the decline in agricultural prices that had started
in 1928 and continued during the great economic depression, augmented the risks associated with product trade on the markets and
discouraged the usage of paid labourers or of
investments in technology. In fact, throughout the entire interwar period, the agricultural income represented at most a third of
the whole household income and the rest
consisted in other income sources, such as
wages and or small enterprises (Stănculescu
and Ştefănescu 1941, 252).
An aspect which is less noticeable at the
national level, but better relected by the local history, is the efect of state intervention142

ism promoted during the interwar period.
he agrarian reform in 1921 can be regarded as an attempt to replace the role played
by estate owners in villages with state bureaucracy. his was relected by the State´s
attempts to avoid a reduction of overall
agricultural production through interventionist policies by rationalising agricultural
practices according to modern standards.
Unfortunately, as state bureaucracy in the
villages was underdeveloped, this strategy
granted more power to the local elites and
increased the importance of traditional social connections.
In the case of Bordei Verde, this is best
expressed by a document relecting the activity of the local commission in charge of
the modernization of agricultural production patterns (DJBAN/PBV 4/1935, 227). In
this particular case, the commission decided that the corn on the commune territory
was ripe enough and allowed the villagers to
start harvesting it. he document is relevant
for the interventionist policy promoted during the interwar period, but the most striking aspect is the fact that the members of
the commission were: the mayor, the priest,
the school principal, the public notary, the
tax collector, the commander of the local
gendarmes post and… the medical agent.
Besides being the local notabilities, no other
quality recommended them as better suited
than the average peasant in determining if
the corn was ripe enough in order to be harvested. his is a good example of how modernization policies may rather support the
persistence of traditional social and cultural
patterns, according to which social relations and status in the community are more
important than the professionalization or
wealth in the individuals’ daily life.
Limits of the communist transformation
he importance of local elites against the
background of ineicient attempts of state
interventionism continued during the communist period. A topic less approached by
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the studies regarding collectivization is the
complex relation between the kulaks and
the communist party. Despite the fact that
the oicial ideology presented the kulaks as
enemies of collectivization, the party didn´t
allow them to join the collective farms until 1956 (ANR/CC of PCR 93/1956, 97-98),
a decision which shows that at least some
of the kulaks were ready to cooperate with
the regime. his actually makes sense if
one takes into account the fact that the local elites were the most aware of the importance of social and political connections and,
most probably, considered them more important than the land. Case studies, such as
the Hâreseni village, in Braşov county, where
all nine members of the irst collective farm
leadership owned more than ten hectares of
land during the interwar period (Kideckel
2006[1993], 88) further support this hypothesis. In the case of Bordei Verde, the only
list of kulaks which I have identiied has 19
names, among whom four are listed as members of Communist Party or Ploughmen’s
Front (DJBAN/PBV 24/1950, 119).
Social connections were important especially during the ‘80s, against the background of growing state interventionism in
the peasants’ daily life. N.D., interviewed
in 2007, remembered the problems he
had with the local authorities because of a
horse he had bought: “I had bought a horse
and because of it I was summoned to the
prosecutor´s oice, during Ceauşescu´s rule;
they accused me of thet. Some police colonels
came, announced by the mayor... they called
me once, they called me twice (...) I went to
see the commander. he commander told
me so: <he horse must disappear within 30
days! If you keep it, you will have to transport ive tons of manure with it every day!>
so I sold it!” Interesting to notice it is the
fact that the police invoked no law in order
to “convince” N.D. to sell his horse, which
shows that, in the end, he had to capitulate
under the pressure of the local authorities.
Yet, C.B. has diferent memories about
the same period. Despite the fact that sacriicing big animals, such as cows or calves,

was an ofence against the law, punishable
by prison, he admitted that he had sacriiced numerous calves, for himself or for
other villagers (C.B. 2007). As for the possible consequences of his actions, the interviewee seems to have been perfectly aware
of the risks: “During Ceauşescu´s regime,
they would have thrown you in prison! Oh,
my God! I had some courage! One must have
some!” (N.D. 2007). Such practices were
by no means limited to the case of Bordei
Verde, as shown by Liviu Mantescu’s study
in this volume.
C.B. may have been more courageous,
but he was not the only one to break the law.
He recollected that he would butcher calves
not only for himself, but also for the priest
and the commander of the police station.
he calves were, thereater, with the help
of the policeman, declared as stolen and,
of course, the thief was never found. C.B.
was better integrated into the local social
networks. He was a “cojan” - living near the
centre of the village - that had worked his
entire life for the collective farm, in the animal breeding sector. In contrast, N.D. was
“muntean”, living on the outskirts of the
village. His life trajectory was also diferent: he started to work at the local collective
farm, but during the ‘80s he found a job as
a driver at the local oil exploitation, an episode which determined a conlict with the
president of the collective farm.
Yet, one may notice that, despite the fact
that the social networks preserved their importance, the social relations constructed
around land and, implicitly, its cultural definition changed as the land was merged into
the collective farms. Indeed, at a irst glance
we may argue that the large agricultural enterprises created through collectivization
cut the link between the peasants and the
land and transformed them into agricultural
workers, receiving a wage at the end of each
month. In the next pages I argue that the
collective farm was more than a state “capitalist” enterprise, such as in the case of state
farms, and that the relation between peasants and land was more complex than the
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3) According to
various respondents,
the process of determining someone´s
work share was
rather complicated.
The basic unit of
measurement
was the” norm”,
and various tasks
accomplished inside
the collective farms
were quantified in
“norms”, according
to their difficulty
(corn harvesting, for
example, was considered one of the
most difficult works
and one would get
more norms for it).
The accomplishment
of a certain number
of norms was
registered as a “day
of work”
4) Everybody agreed
that they have the
option to choose
money or agricultural
products as payment
for their work. Yet,
in most cases the
respondents talked
more about products
than money..

one between workers and their work place.
Besides their diferent legal status, several
functional elements diferentiate a collective
from a state farm. he irst and the most important one is the fact that the members of
the collective farms didn´t receive wages. Instead, their work was measured in norms or
“days of work”3 and, at the end of the year,
the farm´s proit would be divided to each according to how many “days of work” they
had had. he yearly share one was receiving
consisted in money and agricultural products4. he latter could be further divided
into two categories: alimentary products,
among which oil and sugar were mostly
mentioned, but sometimes also cheese or
honey and grains, mostly corn and wheat.
Interesting to notice is that the respondents
mentioned the grains more, so they seemed
to consider that more important. hey were
used to feeding the animals in the households which consisted in pigs, sheep and
poultry. Large animals, such as cows and
horses were subject to restrictions regarding their trade and were diicult to keep as
they required more food during wintertime.
During the ‘80s, as they ceased to bake their
own bread at home, some of the wheat was
exchanged for tickets which gave them the
right to buy bread from the collective farm´s
bakery. Besides the products, villagers were
granted yearly a small plot of land and they
chose what to grow on it. Most of the respondents told me that they preferred to
have corn on these small plots, in order to
be able to feed more animals.
Another important peculiarity of a collective farm was the low mobility of its work
force. Although in certain instances they
used day labourers, it was rather diicult
for persons outside the commune to join a
collective farm. Because they had no land
to bring in, their membership needed to be
approved through a complicated procedure
which required an agreement from the general assembly of the collective farm. Furthermore, it was very diicult for the presidents
of the collective farms to ire their members,
as according to the last published statute of
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the collective farm (UNCAP 1972) the only
possibility to leave was as a punishment
measure decided by the general assembly.
As a result, the working relations inside the
collective farm remained very informal, possibility varied from farm to farm and preserved some traditional elements. Villagers
mentioned that each year they would receive
certain plots of corn, which they had to weed
out several times until they harvested them.
Sometimes very complex negotiations took
place in order to determine which parcels
one would get, since the ones that had been
worked better in the past were easier to weed
out. his preserved somehow the idea that
the right to use certain lands was important
in the daily life.
he relation with the collective farm
and, implicitly, with the land remained very
personalized, dependent on the local social
networks. Despite the fact that land ceased
to connect the generations through the system of dowry like in interwar period, some
examples of the role played by the collective
farm in the personal relations between children and parents appeared in the interviews.
Such were the agreements according to
which the children worked in place of their
parents, the latter taking care of their young
grandchildren in exchange (S.C. 2007). In
this particular case, the work in the collective farm connected the two generations, as
the mother, too old to work, took care of her
grandchildren at home while the daughter
worked in her place.
A more interesting aspect, although less
analysed by the specialized literature, is the
informal role of the collective farm in supporting the elders of the village. Although it
was by no means an oicial policy, one interviewee hinted to the existence of a special
brigade, consisting in older villagers, who got
easier tasks (R.N. 2007). Such cases may not
have been a general rule, but they were not
incompatible with the working environment
of the collective farms.
Yet, two aspects of the communist period are especially relevant for the preservation of traditional connections between land
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and survival. One is the failure of planned
economy, which became especially noticeable during the ‘80s; the second one, the slow
rate of modernization of production patterns
in agriculture and the subsequent policies to
stop the migration of labour toward other
economic sectors.
he fact that the communist regime had
a rather traditional perspective on the rural
population, regarding them as a subordinated
category of “peasants” and not an emancipated one of “farmers” is relected in the differences in income between rural and urban
areas presented above. he interviews showed
that, generally, the villagers were aware of
such a policy, as described by a responded
who quoted a saying popular back then: “Our
grain is beautiful (good) / But its ear points towards the state’s silo!” (C.Z. 2006).
In fact, the system according to which the
income of the collective farm was distributed seems to have been specially designed
in order to support traditional subsistence
patterns: the members had the option to be
paid in products, which the villagers transformed in food by breeding animals and
consumed in the households. During the periods of economic prosperity the members of
the collective farms could have opted to receive money instead of products. Yet, during
the ‘80s, when food was scarce and rationings were being implemented, it was more
advantageous to be paid in products than in
money.5 he subsistence production of the
households complemented the scarce food
resources they had access to and provided
some even for the relatives in the cities.
One respondent revealed an interesting
aspect of the communist period, namely the
fact that during the ‘80s any kind of food
rights was distributed through the collective farms. Back then S.C. enjoyed better
food rations as a mother of three children,
but the management of the collective farm
decided not to grant her these rights because
she had refused to come to work (S.C. 2007).
In the end, she managed to obtain her extra
rations only ater she had petitioned Ana
Mureşan, the leader of the National Asso-

ciation of Women.
he story of S.C. shows that during the
‘80s access to the basic means of survival
was dependent on the work of the land. It
is also representative for the problem of labour shortages in agriculture which was the
reason why the managers of the collective
farm tried to pressure her into working. he
need of labour and the subsequent policies
applied to preserve it in agriculture gave few
options to the inhabitants of Bordei Verde.
Until the ‘70s it had been relatively easy for
peasants to move toward the cities and ind
work in other economic sectors, as the regime was actively promoting urbanization
and industrialization. hese trends were reverse during the ‘80s, when restrictions in
changing the residence or work place were
put into efect.
In this regard, N.D. remembered the
diiculties he faced when trying to ind a
job at the local oil exploitation platform: “I
went to the oil platform because the money
was not enough. (…) Now I have a criminal
record because I couldn’t get the papers to
change my job. he platform needed men,
but the people at the collective farm didn’t
let us go. I needed a notiication from them
that they dispensed with my work services.
hey should have written and given us the
notiication, but they wouldn’t do that. In the
end, I found the stamp, I sealed and signed
the paper with it, but they eventually got us. I
got hired on the 2nd of February in 1980 and
in June 1980, I was brought before the court
in Făurei (a nearby city with a legal court
– a.n.). We were close to being sentenced to
jail!” (N.D. 2007).
Yet, despite his new job at the oil exploitation, land continued to play an important
role in N.D.´s life. he oil exploitation offered a good wage, but the food was rationed
and he was not allowed to buy it in the cities. herefore, his wife continued to work for
the collective farm in order to get her rations
of food. According to N.D., there were even
years when he used money out of his wages
in order to pay labourers that would help him
to work for the collective farm.
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5) This would explain
why everybody
considered the products so important:
most probably they
remembered the last
years of communism.
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conclusion
he legal diiculties of deining property
during the 20th century relected the real
relations constructed around the land,
which were actually very diferent than the
ones in Western Europe. he ield interviews collected in 2006 and 2007 in Bordei
Verde showed that for the villagers the notion of “land property” was constructed
around two key elements: “land as means of
subsistence” which meant that selling it was
unconceivable and “land as family property”
whose usage and disposal concerned a whole
group of individuals. In the case of “land as
means of subsistence”, the small rents and lack
of jobs in the villages forced the villagers to
rely on the small plots of land in order to feed
themselves and their family ater the dissolution of the collective farms. he deinition of
land as “inheritance for the children” was best
expressed by the short answer of a respondent
questioned about the possibility of selling her
land: “I won’t sell it because I have children!”
(F.B. 2007). he idea is best relected in the
novel Ion, published by Romanian author Liviu Rebreanu in 1920, in which a poor peasant
asks his father: “Why did you drink and eat my
land, old man?” (Rebreanu 1966[1920], 82).
hroughout the 20th century, the Roma-

nian rural area retained strong elements of
traditionalism, which generated a conlict
between the legally-deined concept of “land
property” and the real social and economic relations in the villages. he concept of property
started to be used in Romanian legal practice
during the 19th century as a new legal institution borrowed from the occidental juridical practice. In its occidental form “property”
was used in order to deine social and economic relations speciic to modern societies,
in which transaction of goods, including land,
are common. Such a perception of social and
economic relations was directly connected to
a speciic social background which didn´t really develop either in interwar, or in communist Romania.
In contrast, the ield interviews collected
in 2006 and 2007 in the Bordei Verde area
brought forward two elements central to the
concept of property, namely the “land as subsistence means” and “land as group or family possession”, which are rather incompatible
with the expansion of land transactions. Nevertheless, a closer look at the agricultural policy promoted during the interwar and communist policy show that native perspective
on property was more adequate to the social
and economic realities of the Romanian rural
area, which preserved strong elements of traditionalism until the end of the 20th century.
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